Design Considerations in
Mobile Homes
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PLACEMENT ON THE SITE
An architect starts with the site, then designs a
house to fit the location. He notes carefully the direction of the view, placement of trees and other

then add patio, deck, awnings, or whatever else is
needed. Problems can be spotted before the purchasing, and more living satisfaction can result.

natural features, which way the wind blows in
different seasons, and is aware of the angle of the
sun. Mobile home designers can't do this, since
they do not know where a particular mobile home
will be located.
However, manufacturers of mobile homes have
a variety of floor plans, with doors and windows
in different places. There are enough factories in
each state that the mobile home buyer has a fairly
wide choice. The important thing is to study the
location carefully, just as an architect would, then
select the mobile home design that will provide the
most comfort and enjoyment when set in place.

If the driveway and carport are already installed, as they are in mobile home parks, the location of the front door (or back door) is to some ex-

tent already determined. If the site is an unimproved lot, then there is more latitude (unless the
ground slope or other factors limit the choices).
It is a good idea to make a plot plan, either a
sketch or one which includes the measurements
of everything on the site. Mark which way is north,
show the direction of the views (good and bad),
use arrows to show wind blowing in summer and
winter. Indicate where trees make shade, and also
where they may fill the gutters with needles or
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These items can be checked:
Living, dining, and kitchen windows have a satisfactory view.

Windows with a view do not receive unwanted east
and west sunlight (which awnings cannot control)

.Windows with southern exposure can be protected
with awnings, carport roof, trees, or other cover.

All doors are protected from blowing rain or snow.
All doors have direct access to outside areas of concern: front door to parking and sidetvalk for family
and guests; back or sliding door to patio, carport, or
other area.

leaves, or drip pitch on a patio.
The floor plans of various mobile homes can be

Windows that open are placed for adequate cross

tentatively placed on the plot plan to see how the
doors and windows will work out. Before making

Carport is placed for adequate protection of car from
rain and snow.

the final decision, it would be wise to draw the
mobile home to the same scale as the plot plan,

Carport and storage unit provide protection from

ventilation, if home is not air conditioned.

wind to outdoor living area, if this is needed.
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EXTERIOR DESIGN
Size

Mobile homes are manufactured in 10-, 12-, and

14-foot-wide designs. The "single-wides" are 12
feet or 14 feet. Double-wides are 20 feet or 24
feet, and a 28-foot model may be available soon.
Various shapes with more design interest than a
rectangle are possible. Single-wides may have por-

tions which can be extended after the unit is in
place. The present lengths of mobile homes go up
to 72 feet, although the stated lengths always include the hitch (which is three feet long). Unless
the hitch can be detached, it will be a problem to
cover it up in an attractive way.

look. Plastic material that resembles brick, stone,
and other material is also being used. An attractive
exterior, especially one that is easily maintained,
will help the resale value of a home.
Roof
The roof of a single-wide model is usually made

of metal and does not conform to the shape of a
conventional home's roof. The double-wide models,

however, are now being designed with pitched
roofs and may have asphalt shingles and an over-

hang. There are two advantages to the pitched
roof: it provides an air space above the flat ceiling
inside, which can help keep the home cool and also
baffle the sound of rain on the roof; the overhang

provides protection from rain running down the
sides and staining, and also keeps summer sun from
shining in the windows.

Doorways and Windows

Distance to the Ground
The honie may be set on concrete block piers
completely above ground, with a skirting added to
hide the piers and crawl-space. In some parks and
subdivisions, the ground is excavated, concrete
strips laid, and the mobile home backed into the
excavation. Then piers are installed underneath for
the support of the mobile home, and either a concrete block or wood "foundation" is installed
around the perimeter. (Since an air space must be
left, the mobile home does not rest on this outside

"foundation.") Provision must be made on one
side or end of the "foundation" for access to the
crawl-space underneath the mobile home.
The "low-profile" installation of the mobile
home on the site makes it appear more similar to
conventional homes. There is also an advantage in

having only one or two steps up into the home,
and a wood deck can be more easily constructed to
eliminate steps between the inside and outside living spaces.
Siding
Metal siding is most common, but wood siding

is also used. The appearance of metal can be very
similar to the texture of wood when the paint is
low gloss. It is possible to add horizontal wood
beams and other wood (fences, decks, screens) to
enhance the exterior and eliminate the "metal box"

A porch or recessed doorway is a feature of
some models. Both provide protection from rain
and snow, and break up the "box" look.
Many sizes and shapes of windows are shown
on mobile homes. The size is regulated for safe
exit in case of fire, and for adequate light and ventilation, under the provisions of the mobile home
building codes. The height of the bottom of the
window from the floor will affect the view (both

into and out of the home) and the placement of
furniture. The appearance from the outside is also
a design concern.
Doors on newer models of mobile homes generally resemble conventional doors. Sliding glass
doors are commonly used where a deck or patio is
to be added. Protection for this expanse of glass
from unwanted sun in the summertime and from
cold winds in the winter becomes a necessary consideration.
The design and materials used for a patio or
deck will make a difference in the exterior appearance and the outdoor living potential. Wind, sun,
rain, privacy, view, and noise are all factors to consider in the decision to roof or screen this area. A
solid wall, depending on the material, will stop

sound more effectively than many feet of open
space. The appearance of a mobile home can be

More space may be allocated to one area than a
particular family needs, or insufficient space may

greatly enhanced by well-designed and attractively
landscaped decks and patios.
To evaluate exterior design:

be available. A careful analysis of which floor plan

The shape and design of the mobile home is satisfactory.

The exterior materials are durable and easily maintained.

The roof provides maximum protection to windows
and siding.
The "foundation" for the mobile home is designed to
be attractive and functional.

An attractive landscaped outdoor living area can be
incorporated to enhance the mobile home.

INTERIOR DESIGN
Entry Halls
Many people place value on a front entry hail,
which provides privacy for those entering or already engaged in activities in the house. An entry
hail can also block cold air from reaching those
seated in the living room each time the front door
is opened.
A front hail closet is convenient for family and
guest wraps.
Floors and Ceilings
Some models have different floor levels. The
kitchen and dining area may be elevated, or the
living room may be sunken. A one-step difference
in height can be a great hazard. Is the effect worth

the risk? Also, moving furniture around is hindered by a change in level, especially if it interferes with enlarging a dining area by moving the
table partially into the living room area. Anyone on

crutches or in a wheel chair is hampered by a
change in floor level.

best fits the space requirements for a particular
family will be worth the time it takes. The small
drawings of floor plans are reduced from a larger
scale, and need to be "blown up" again so that
furniture cutouts can be used to test out the room
sizes. The room dimensions are usually given on
the floor plan drawings. However, in bedrooms the

dimensions shown may or may not include the
closet space. To check dimensions, make your own

measuring device by using a piece of paper as
long as the width of the mobile home (which you
will know). Then fold the paper in half or fourths
to get a smaller scale. Room dimensions can be
transferred to squared-off paper, using 1/4 inch
equals 1 foot. Then furniture cutouts (use same
scale) can be used to try out the livability of rooms.
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ome observations that could be made from
placing "furniture cutouts" on room drawings include:
Where a sofa can be placed in the living room without
blocking a tvindow.

How a conversational "circle" of 10-foot diameter can
be arranged.

How many people can be seated for dining.
If dining and living spaces can be used as one area
for a large group.

Ceiling heights vary. A higher ceiling, espe-

How traffic can be routed through living and family

cially one that follows the line of the roof, can add
a sense of space, but it eliminates above-ceiling air
space and can make it harder to keep a house cool.

room areas.

Useability of a permanently attached dining room

Traffic Pattern and Room Sizes
A floor plan can be tested for livability by imagining how people will move through a house. The
placement of furniture partially determines where
people will walk, so testing the furniture arrangement possibilities should be done before taking a
mental journey around the house.

Placement of bed, side tables, chest, and chair in

The amount of space available for furniture
and activities is important. The space available in
any particular size of mobile home is divided up in
many different ways depending on the floor plan.

chandelier.
bedroom.

Space availability for desk, sewing rnchine, hobby
equipment.

Quiet and Noisy Zones

Floor plans vary lii the arrangements made to
zone areas for quiet and more noisy activities. The

walls in a mobile home may be thinner than in
conventional homes, and the materials used to
cover walls do not stop noise as well as plaster or
sheetrock. Bedrooms can be separated from each

other by closets or by bathrooms. The noise of run-

ning water in the bathroom may bother someone

in the adjoining bedroom. Laundry equipment
noise may disturb the rest of someone in a bedroom. Living room conversation or television sound

may bother the occupant of a bedroom that is
separated only by a wall. Kitchen equipment is a
noise source. Requirements for sound control vary
with different families but should be considered in
choosing a mobile home.

Storage

Storage potential can be analyzed. Examine a
floor plan carefully to determine the actual CapacitY of closets and cupboards. Compare with the
storage space Prese1tIy used for family l)elOngings.

Before purchasing the mobile home, measure
depths of storage spaces in a mobile home like the
one to be purchased. You can observe whether:
-

Depth of kite/un upper cabinets is 12 inches.
Dept/i of kitchen loiL(r cabinets i-s 24 inches.
Ad/ustable shelf brackets- make it possible to ii! ilize
the total storage .cpacc.
Fixed shelres hare prorided space for tall supplies and
appliance
Shelees in laundry area can accommodate a big box of
detergent and of/icr supplies.

Clothes closet rods are in the in iddle of the closet so
clothes hare enough space from front to back. Ideally,
24 inches i-s total depth.

Kitchen and laundry areas not only have storage needs, they require adequate counter space for

the jobs to be done. A utility cart can be used to
supplement the work space needed in a laundry
area. If a sink is not proidd, a nearI) bathroom
lavoratorv or kitchen sink may be handy enough.
Lighting

Lighting is usually built in for front and back
entrances, hallways, kitchen, l)aths, and laundry.
There may not be overhead lighting in the living,
dining, and bedroom areas. The amount and quality of light, and the design of the fixtures, will in-

fluence the livability of the mobile home and
should be examined before the mobile home is
ordered. A better quality might be an available
option in the purchase negotiations. Notice if
lights can be turned on ahead of you and shut off
by a farther switch.
Walls
Walls do not need to be all wood (or simulated

wood) in a mobile home. If variety in wall covering is desired, it probably can be obtained. \Vood
soaks up available light and requires more window

space or artificial light sources. The wood "finish"

may be a thin layer of printed plastic on walls,
woodwork, and doors. Inquire how scratches or
mars can be repaired, and the care suggested by
the manufacturer. W'all materials vary in thickness

from 3/16 inch to 1/2 inch. The thickness is related 1)0th to strength and ability to stop sound
froni traveling through. Since walls are functional,
and the wall covering is decorative, a discussion of
all available options can result in more satisfaction
with the appearance and the livability of a mobile
home.

Furnishings
Options that might be discussed with a

mobile home dealer include the floor coverings,
wall coverings, draperies, furniture, and equipment. It must be remembered that mobile home
manufacturers purchase in quantity in order to get
lower prices, and therefore the amount of money
deducted from the purchase price of the home will
be less than the price an individual has to pay when
ordering other carpet, drapers', or appliances.

Furniture is a different matter. Many mobile

home dealers can order furniture at a dealer
price from an established furniture manufacturer
and pass on this saving to the purchaser of a mobile
home. By this method, it is possible to obtain good-

quality furniture at a reduced price. If the mobile
home is sold with furniture included in a package
price, the furniture should be examined carefully
for quality. Furniture usually is optional.
RESALE POTENTIAL
As a final check, consider all the design aspects

discussed above from the standpoint of reselling
the mobile home that has been selected. If very
discerning buyers were looking over the mobile
home, would they be likely to pay you your asking
price? A home is 1)0th a place to live and an investment. The time to protect your investment is
before von purchase the home. So do consider the
resale potential.
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